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{ 2 {dimensions might be 1280 � 1024 (5 � 4 aspet ratio)|found on many omputers of all kinds(known as SXGA); or 1024� 768 (4� 3 aspet ratio)|found on older omputers and small laptops(the 4 � 3 format omes in muh larger dimensions, too, like 1600 � 1200 pixels). Typial CCDprojetors (as used for PowerPoint) all have the 4� 3 format with 1024� 768 pixels as their nativeresolution, so when you use a small laptop with suh a projetor you have the best math. Eahpixel is small! But if you look arefully, you an see them.All olors seen by the human eye an be produed by a suitable mixture of intensities of onlythree olors: red, green, and blue (RGB). Most ommon displays in use today allow 256 intensitiesof eah olor1. This gives a total of 2563 ombinations|this used to be billed in the PC world as\millions of olors". However, some omputer sreens an't display this full range of olors. Instead,they an display only 256 di�erent ombinations. This may seem small, but for most purposes it'sexatly what you need. For example, in a blak/white image there an be 256 (that's 8 bits worth)di�erent intensity levels, ranging from blak, through the grays, to the brightest white.Our omputer sreens fall into several ategories alled visual lasses. One important aspetof the visual lass is the overall type of olor table it supports, either: dynami, whih enablesursor ontrol of image ontrast and minimum/maximum intensities; and stati, whih does noto�er that ontrol. A dynami olor table is usually what you want to manipulate images, veryuseful in astronomy! See x3. What you get depends on the apabilities of your video ard andsoftware driver, whih in turn depends on the type of omputer and operating system. In order ofinreasing sophistiation, these ategories inlude:1. GraySale, with 256 shades of gray and a dynami olor table that allows only di�eringintensities of white/blak (i.e., gray). Found only on Sun mahines.2. PseudoColor, with 256 olors and a dynami olor table (see below). Found only on Sunmahines. PseudoColor is usually what you want to manipulate images beause it allows youto use olor instead of gray and to use the ursor to hange the ontrast.3. TrueColor, with 2563 olors and three stati olor tables, one for eah olor. Found on nearlyall Sun mahines, on all PCs running windows, also on PCs running Linux, and on Ma OSX.This gives you millions of olors but no ursor manipulation of image ontrast.4. DiretColor, with 2563 olors and three dynami olor tables, one for eah primary olor.Found on those few Sun mahines that have \Creator 3D" graphis and, also, on PCs runningLinux. This is the most exible mode and provides all of the above apabilities.5. Deomposed Color: Important point about TrueColor and DiretColor. As you will learnbelow, often you want a 256-entry olor table. This is the equivalent of PseudoColor. In1Note that 256 is the same as 28: it's 8 bits|or, alternatively, 1 byte.



{ 3 {ontrast, the normal operation of TrueColor and DiretColor has 2563 olors. This is knownas deomposed olor.You an make TrueColor and DiretColor use a 256-entry olor table by turning o� de-omposed olor, done with the IDL ommand devie, deomposed=0. You an turn itbak on with (guess what!) devie, deomposed=1. Of ourse, in TrueColor this pseudo-PseudoColor table will be stati, not dynami as it is in DiretColor.The remainder of this tutorial assumes you have turned olor deomposition o�, i.e. you areusing a 256-entry olor table.2. TELL YOUR MACHINE WHAT YOU WANT TO DO!Unless you have a restrited mahine like PC/Windows, Ma OSX, or a heap Sun (mahinesfor whih you have no hoie!), you have to tell IDL what olor mode you want. In IDL, you musthoose the mode �rst thing. With our loally-preferred startup �le you are queried for this hoie.Otherwise, to get pseudo (available only on Suns): after entering IDL. . .devie, pseudo=8(The \8" stands for 8 bits; remember, 28 = 256). To get true or diret olor, it's. . .devie, true olor=24 , retain=2devie, diret olor=24 , retain=2The retain=2 means that IDL will refresh the window if it gets overed up by another window.You should use this option on Linux, some versions of whih don't provide this servie.If you request a olor mode that your omputer doesn't support, IDL will tell you so and revertto the most apable mode that it does support. One you're in IDL, you an hek to see whatyou've told IDL. Enter the IDL ommand. . .help, /devieand IDL will tell you what display devie it is using. If you are in PseudoColor, the response willshow, among other things: Display Depth, Size: 8 bits, (xxxx, yyyy), where xxxx and yyyy are thesreen pixel dimensions; Visual Class: PseudoColor (3); Colormap: Shared, zzz olors. It also listsall the windows you have open. If you are in PostSript mode, in whih it writes all output to aPostSript �le instead of the sreen, it will tell you so.



{ 4 {3. 256-ENTRY (8-BIT) COLOR TABLESTo follow the writeup below on your omputer, get into PseudoColor, or DiretColor with olordeomposition turned o� so that you have a 256-entry olor table. DiretColor with deompositiono� mimis PseudoColor beause, by default, its three RGB olor tables are set equal.In PseudoColor mode, the maximum number of olor/intensity ombinations that an bedisplayed simultaneously is 256. Therefore, images are represented by numbers that range 0! 255.For this reason, displayed images are always represented by byte arrays. You an display other arraydata types, but IDL will onvert whatever you give it to a byte array before displaying it. Therefore,if you display, say, an integer array (integers are two bytes long and range from �32768! 32767),and if numerial values in this array exeed 255, then the resulting image display will look weird.That's beause, in onverting from integer to byte, numbers that exeed 255 will \wrap around".For example, integer 255 equals byte 255, but integer 256 equals byte 0, integer 257 equals byte 1,et. Below, we'll deal with these onversions in more detail.For now, let's restrit our attention to blak/white images|otherwise known as \graysale"images. Gray, or white, is omposed of an equal mixture of red, green, and blue, and all we dealwith is the intensity I. In a graysale image, the intensity of eah pixel is related to the data valued in that pixel. Let's think of large intensity being white and small intensity being blak; there are256 di�erent possible intensities, so I an range from 0 ! 255. Similarly, the data values d anrange from 0! 255.An important onept is the relationship between I and d. This is known as the olor table.It spei�es the mapping between data value and olor/intensity|or, for a graysale image, themapping between data value and intensity.3.1. Linear Mapping, both Diret and ReversedThe simplest mapping between data value d and intensity I is a linear one withI = d (1)In this ase, a data value d = 255 gives white and d = 0 gives blak. This diret mapping is thedefault manner in whih images are displayed on the omputer sreen: there is a blak bakgroundon whih the image is painted with inreasing data values being inreasingly white. However, on apiee of paper the relationship is usually reversed, beause paper is white and provides a naturallywhite bakground. Thus, in this reversed mapping, we want to paint the image with inreasingdata values being inreasingly blak. This is also a linear mapping, but reversed:I = 255� d (2)



{ 5 {NOTE: Printed images usually look muh better with the reversed mapping, beause printers havea hard time giving a uniformly blak area with no streaks. This is the �rst reason why printedimages should be made with a reversed mapping. The seond reason is that making the paperblak uses lots of printer toner, whih is expensive. The third reason is that in sienti� journals,images with the reversed mapping are reprodued muh better. To reverse the olor table, you anuse equation 2. Alternatively, for a byte array alled img, you an type tv, not(img) instead oftv, img. 3.2. Nonlinear MappingThe linear mapping is often not very useful beause you usually want to highlight weak featuresor bright features; we'll see an example below. The most ommonly used nonlinear mapping uses apower law (this is the photographer's \harateristi urve") together with a \streth", whih utso� the image at dim and bright intensity levels:I = 255� d� dbotdtop � dbot� ; d = dbot ! dtop (3a)I = 0; d � dbot (3b)I = 255; d � dtop (3)In a reversed mapping, you'd substitute (255 � d) for d in the above equations.This partiular nonlinear mapping an be invoked easily and automatially in IDL by typingxloadt or|better for interative work on Linux platforms|Tim Robishaw's t_fiddle. (It'sbetter beause the image atually hanges as you move the ursor). These programs allow you tomanipulate the olor table with the mouse: you an hange the values of ; dbot; dtop smoothly andwath the ontrast of your image hange. xloadt also allows you to selet a reversed mappingand to selet a multitude of prede�ned olor tables, not only graysale but many others. One youget an image, it's fun to experiment. xloadt also allows you to generate any ompletely arbitrarynonlinear mapping; lik on \Funtion" and experiment. Alternatively, you an load prede�nedolor tables; one of my favorites (but undesirable from a purist's standpoint|see our memo ColorImages to Represent One, Two, and Three Dimensional Data) is \STD GAMMA II", whih youan load from xloadt or manually using loadt, 5.There is one other ommonly used nonlinear mapping, the so-alled \histogram equalization"tehnique. In this tehnique, the mapping is modi�ed so that all of the 255 olors are used in anequal number of pixels. Read about it in IDL's doumentation on hist equal.



{ 6 {4. LET'S TRY IT IN IDL!First, generate an image. There's a nie image of the X-ray sky, obtained by the ROSATsatellite, in �heiles/ourses/handouts/images/rass_.fits; or on the web at:http://astro.berkeley.edu/�heiles/handouts/rass_.fits. This �le is in a format alled\FITS" format, whih is the same format of many astronomial images. To read the data �le intoan array alled image, it is easiest to use the IDL proedure alled \read�ts", whih resides in theGoddard IDL library whih, in turn, is already in your IDL path. All you have to do is typeimage = read�ts(0� heiles=ourses=handouts=images=rass :�ts0;headerinfo) (4)This returns two arrays: the image array (image) and information about the image (headerinfo);type hprint, headerinfo to see the header information. Now type help, image and IDL willtell you that it is a 480 � 240 FLOAT array. You an use the max and min funtions (or, nier,Goddard's minmax funtion) to determine that the data values range from about �174! 45337,thus far exeeding the valid range for a byte array. Never mind! Display the image anyway bytyping tv; image (5)and you see a gray mishmash oval. The oval is the Aito� projetion of the entire sky in soft X-rays.The mishmash ours beause the data values in image exeed the allowable 0 ! 255 range of abyte array, so there's lots of wrapping.You an sale the data so that they all �t in the allowable byte range 0 ! 255. We'll �rstprodue a byte array, whih we'll all byteimage, from image. . .byteimage = bytsl(image) (6)This linearly sales image, whih ranges �174 ! 45337, into byteimage, ranging from 0 ! 255.To display this image. . . tv;byteimage (7)A quik (but slightly inaurate) alternative to the above is IDL's tvsl, whih ombines the twooperations.All you see is two white dots! These two dots are the strongest X-ray soures in the sky|the one on the left is a point soure alled \Cygnus XR-1", and the one on the right is the Vela



{ 7 {supernova remnant, home of the famous \Vela pulsar". In supernova remnants, the X-ray emissionis produed by hot, � 106 K gas heated by the expanding shok of the supernova remnant.These images ontain muh more! To see more, type xloadt and manipulate the sliders, oruse t_fiddle . You an see that the sky ontains a weak, di�use glow in X-rays. Trouble is,though, that this glow is so weak that the intensity (I) values of this glow all lie in the range 0! 4.This provides very little dynami range for this glow, so we need to expand this range so that wean see its struture more learly.How muh should we expand the range? We might make a guess and try �174 ! 2000. Ifthat didn't give a nie result, we ould try some other values. But we don't have to guess! IDLprovides a nie way to interatively print the values of the image. We use rdpix, whih prints outthe pixel values of an image that one must speify as we move the ursor on the image. What wereally want is the values of the original data array, not its byte ounterpart, so we speify that bytyping. . . rdpix; image (8)and then the printed numbers will be of the original data array image. From this we see thatlimiting the data range to 0! 2000 would indeed be a good start.You an also get a quik feel for the interesting data range by just doing plot, image andvisually estimating the range of interest.Now, to display the data range 0 ! 2000, we again use the bytsl ommand as above butlimit the data range by typing. . .byteimage = bytsl(image;min = 0;max = 2000) : (9)This performs a modi�ed saling, mapping the original data range 0 ! 2000 into the byte valuerange 0! 255. It also sets any original data numbers that exeed 2000 equal to 255, and any thatare smaller than zero equal to zero|so it obliterates information on the strongest features.Now display this with tv;byteimage and use xloadt to play around with ontrast|looksgreat, eh? See that huge irular struture in the middle? That's the \North Polar Spur". Itoupies an angle of about 120Æ. It's lose|almost touhing our noses! It's aused by severaldozen supernovae that have exploded, produing a \superbubble". These supernovae were loatedin the large luster of young stars in the Sorpio onstellation|some of the stars you see there ona dark night will explode as supernovae some day, adding to the energy stored in the hot gas andbrightening the X-ray emission. You also an see a bunh of fairly weak point soures and otherdi�use strutures.Nier than rdpix is the native IDL proedure pro�les, whih makes a plot of the pixel values



{ 8 {along either a horizontal or vertial line, depending on what mouse buttons you push. Nier still isTim Robishaw's enhaned version, tr_profiles. This proedure an show the values of either thedata array you are atually seeing (byteimage in this ase) or any other data array of the samedimensions (image in this ase). So trypro�les; image or tr pro�les; image (10)and follow the printed instrutions. You get a plot of the original data array in its original units,either in the horizontal or vertial diretion, along a line you hoose with the ursor. This plot isso ompressed that it is virtually worthless, beause the plot automatially sales to the minimumand maximum values of the array; you an get around this easily by using the < and > operators;for example, pro�les; (0 > (image < 5000)) (11)Here, the (image < 5000) means \take whihever number is smaller, either the data value inimage or the number 2000"; and the 0 > X means \take whihever number is larger, either thedata value in X or the number 0".Often even better is to make a histogram [e.g. histo = histogram(image)℄ of the originalimage; this tells you where most of the brightness data are onentrated. And if you're interestedin only a portion of the image, you an selet this portion with the ursor by typing. . .indies = defroi(xsize;ysize) (12)where (xsize, ysize) is the size of image; then image[indies℄ is an array ontaining only thoseimage pixels within the area you've seleted|try histo = histogram(image[indies℄).Note: we have two proedures like defroi that work by seleting points in graphs. Oneproedure, graphselet, �nds points inside a losed area that you de�ne with the ursor. Theother, pointsinside, �nds points inside a losed area that you have plotted using IDL ommands.4.1. atvatv is a pakage you might �nd desirable for some purposes. It o�ers a widget-based driverfor many of the basi image display funtions. It's on your path if you use our startup �le. Also,it an be downloaded here: http://www.physis.ui.edu/�barth/atv/



{ 9 {5. IMAGE SIZE AND WINDOW SIZEThis image that we've been playing with is a nie, onvenient size for viewing. But it probablydoesn't �ll the window area, or maybe the window is too small. We an reate a window of theappropriate size, that is with numbers of pixels equal to the same dimensions of the data array, bytyping window;xsize = 480;ysize = 240 (13)and then redisplaying the image with tv;byteimage. Or, suppose you want to make this imagelarger so that you an see more details. You ould do this with zoom, but if you want to makethe whole image larger you need to inrease the size of the image as measured in pixels. IDL doesthis easily; suppose you want to inrease the size by a fator of 2 in the horizontal and 3.5 in thevertial diretions, i.e. to make an array of size 960� 840. Do this bybigimage = ongrid(byteimage;960;840) (14)Then reate an appropriately-sized window (e.g. with window, 5, xsize=960, ysize=840|whih reates a new window, numbered 5, and leaves the old ones in plae), use tv, bigimage,and...there you are. There's another routine alled rebin, whih works only for integral fators.CAUTION WITH ongrid and rebin: These routines handle enlargement and ensmallmentdi�erently, and treat the edges di�erently. With ongrid, you almost ertainly don't want to usethe default options; look arefully at the keywords and try them out on a short 1-d array to seetheir e�ets. Usually, rebin is better.6. ANNOTATING IMAGES; MAKING POSTSCRIPT COPIES OF IMAGESGo hek out our other tutorials in this series! See FOUR TUTORIALS ON IMAGES:NOVICE ! EXPERT. 7. FLASHINGSometimes the whole terminal sreen hanges olors when you move the ursor onto an IDLwindow. This is ommonly known as ashing and it's a royal pain. Flashing an our when usingdynami olor tables. It always ours in PseudoColor with 256 olors and it always ours inDiretColor. It sometimes ours in PseudoColor without 256 olors.The video ard has a single set of olor tables that apply to the whole sreen. Its olor tables anbe shared among di�erent appliations (shared olormaps) or totally grabbed by single appliations



{ 10 {(private olormaps). The operating system uses olors for its displays, generating them in a sharedolormap. Similarly, you generate your desired olor tables within IDL. Obviously, the system andyour IDL olor tables are di�erent.For IDL running DiretColor and 256-olor PseudoColor, IDL's olor tables are private|they have to be, beause they ompletely �ll the video ard's olor table de�nitions. Under theseonditions, when the ursor is not on an IDL graphis window the operating system has ontrol ofthe video ard's olor tables, and the system olors are displayed. When you move your ursor toan IDL graphis window, the IDL olor tables rule. So you get ashing. The ashing also a�etsthe operation of xloadt. t_fiddle doesn't have this problem.In ontrast, with ordinary PseudoColor, IDL uses a shared olormap and grabs only the olorsthat are unused by the system. Ordinarily, Solaris uses perhaps 30 olors for its own sake. Thisleaves perhaps 226 olors; IDL grabs these for its own|but the olormap is shared, so you don'tget ashing.However, if other appliations|in partiular, Netsape or Mozilla|are running before youstart IDL, then they grab their own sets of olors from the shared olormap, leaving fewer olorsfor IDL. Under these irumstanes, you might have very few olors available for IDL itself. Alter-natively, if you start Netsape after starting IDL there are very few (maybe none!) olors availablefor Netsape, and its displays will look weird.We reommend using TrueColor for all IDL sessions in whih you will not be doing imageproessing with dynami olor tables. There an be no ashing with TrueColor beause there areno dynami olor tables. 8. MORE, MORE, MORE. . .There's lots more in image proessing and display. Of ourse, you an manipulate imagesmathematially, just as you an any other IDL variable or array|but remember to manipulate theoriginal array instead of its byte ounterpart. You an play with olor tables with xloadt andt_fiddle. You an do \histogram equalization" with hist equal. You an rotate with rotate orrot, transpose, zoom, draw ontours, label your images and make oordinates using plot (withthe /noerase keyword) and xyouts, et., et., et. In the IDL Handiguide, look under \ArrayManipulation", \Array and Image Proessing", \Window Routines", \Diret Graphis PlottingRoutines, Two-Dimensional".It is a pleasure to thank Tim Robishaw for teahing me a lot, providing software, and on-strutive omments.


